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Introduction
By now we are certainly all aware of the impending national
teacher shortage predicted by C. Emily Feistritzer and David
Chester in Alternative Teacher Certification: A State-by-State
Analysis, 1998–2000. Their projection that 2.2 million
elementary and secondary teachers will be needed over the
next ten years has forced us as a nation to examine current
teacher certification standards and programs and discuss
ways to attract more individuals to the teaching profession,
specifically to the assignment areas that will be hardest hit by
the shortage. The state of Texas has already begun to feel the
effects of a growing disparity between the number of
teaching positions and teaching candidates available each
year. According to James Harris, chairman of the Texas State
Board for Educator Certification, a total of 40,000 teachers
were needed for the 1998–1999 school year, and at least
13,000 of these positions went unfilled.

I believe that alternative certification (AC) programs will
play an important role in reducing the teacher shortage by
reaching out to a broad base of potential teachers and helping
them become certified. Moreover, AC programs are
especially well suited for recruiting and training teacher
candidates from underrepresented ethnic groups or those
who are seeking certification in typically underrepresented
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assignment areas. The National Center for Education
Information (NCEI) has polled departments of education
annually since 1983 and has been tracking the trend toward
AC programs. The Center's 1998 statistics show that 41 states
and the District of Columbia have some type of AC program;
it is estimated that nationwide more than 80,000 persons
have been licensed through these programs. The alternative
certification program route has been an integral component
in Texas's educator certification efforts for 15 years and
continues to hold participants to the high quality standards
mandated by the state while attracting, preparing, and
supporting much-needed teachers. The focus of this
presentation will be the Dallas Public Schools' Alternative
Certification Program, which is one of the largest school
district–based AC programs and one of the most successful
AC programs in the state.

Program History
Let me begin by providing some background information
about the Dallas Public Schools and how our alternative
certification program fits into the state's teacher preparation
system. Texas's alternative route to certification was estab-
lished in 1984 by the 68th Legislature under House Bill 72,
which directed the State Board of Education to provide
certification to individuals who met certain requirements,
including an internship in a public school. Alternative certifi-
cation is now one of four routes to certification available to
prospective teachers; candidates can also meet certification
requirements in university-based (degree) programs, through
recognition of out-of-state/country certification or, in some
cases, by examination. Of the 88 AC programs in the
state, the vast majority are university-based and only four
are school district based, with education service centers
accounting for the bases of the remaining programs. The
mission of alternative certification programs is to recruit
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professionals and provide them with pre-assignment training
that will lead to a year-long internship under the supervision
of a mentor teacher. Interns must successfully complete the
program, which includes accruing a certain number of
semester hours in specific classes or fields of study and
passing the requisite teacher certification examination(s).
Programs are evaluated and determinations of accreditation
are made at the end of each year on the basis of performance-
based teacher evaluations and participants' pass rates on the
exams.

The Dallas Public Schools initiated their AC program during
the 1986–1987 school year. At over 350 square miles and
nearly 160,000 students, we are the tenth largest school
district in the nation. Our $999 million annual budget staffs
218 schools and 37 auxiliary facilities with 18,343 personnel,
of whom 9,697 are teachers, 2,086 are other professional
educators, and 6,560 are support staff. Each year we hire
between 600 and 700 new teachers. I am proud of the fact that
over the last few years, a third to a half of these teachers have
been prepared through our AC program. Since its inception
12 years ago, the program has trained over 2,000 teachers,
and we continue to have about a thousand more applicants
each year than available internship positions. Our growth can
be measured both in phases of enrollment (into which interns
are grouped according to chosen assignment area and date of
entry into the program) and by the number of fields in which
we provide certification training. The 1999–2000 school year
will usher in Phase XXI, a group of almost 300 prospective
teachers in at least seven different assignment areas.

Program Goals: Filling Critical-Need Positions
The primary goal of the Dallas Public School District's AC
program is to staff critical-area teaching positions, i.e.,
positions in those areas where recruitment has traditionally
been difficult and/or where the forecasted teacher shortage
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will be most severe. In determining which fields are to be
considered critical, the district reviews not only the state's
guidelines but also the recommendations of our own
personnel department, which every year compiles a list of
fields in the district where there are critical needs and
distributes figures representing the number of teachers we
need to recruit in each area, based on historical data. Our
program's offerings in each phase have been designed to
meet these guidelines. For example, we offered internships in
English as a second language (ESL), bilingual education,
general education, generic special education, and secondary
reading, mathematics, science, history, and English for Phase
XVII. General elementary is not a critical-need area in Texas,
but our board has asked that we staff in this particular area
as part of the minority recruitment effort, which is the other
focus of our AC program. Similarly, that year we filled
positions in English and history, two fields we no longer
offer, because our personnel department asked for staff in
these areas. Overall, we've had phases that provided
internships in just two assignment areas (bilingual education
and ESL in our first year and then again in Phase XIV) and
some that included as many as nine assignment areas. In
terms of numbers, we've gone from 49 interns in 1987 to 140
in 1992. Beginning after 1992, the programs became larger.
Phase XIII, with 235 interns, and Phase XIV, with 18 interns,
came in the same year. Phase XVI was another mid-year
phase, adding 22 interns in a special Saturday/evening
training program to Phase XVII's 288 interns. This year we
started Phase XXI with 292 interns, 272 of whom are still in
the program.

Another critical component in ensuring teacher coverage in
critical-need areas is keeping attrition low. In this respect,
Dallas's AC program has shown remarkable results. The
program's 1996–1997 evaluation abstract noted that while the
districtwide attrition rate for teachers new to the district in
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that year was 17 percent, our AC program experienced only a
10 percent attrition rate for new interns in that year. We were
cited again in the next year's evaluation abstract for our
success in keeping a 12 percent attrition rate compared to a
non–alternative certification districtwide rate of 22 percent
for the 1997–1998 school year. The abstract for the same year
also noted that 1,200 (or 56 percent) of the 2,000 teachers
trained in our AC program since its creation were still
working in the district as of May 1998. A total of 1,143 were
working as classroom teachers, accounting for about 12.9
percent of the total district teaching force. This figure may
actually be low, or misleading—approximately 80 of our
teachers were working outside the classroom as principals,
assistant principals, deans of instruction, and instructional
specialists. We feel it is a compliment to our program that the
teachers we have trained, and especially the minority
teachers, are able to move up into these positions.

Program Goals: Minority Recruitment
Diversity is an important factor in our district schools and
one of the main goals of our AC program. Our student body
is 49.4 percent Hispanic, 39.4 percent African American, 9.2
percent Anglo, and 2 percent "other." We feel that it is
important to reflect this diversity in our teaching staff and
have made recruiting ethnic minority teachers one of our
priorities. The interns in our AC program who entered the
classroom in the fall of 1996 comprised 30 percent of all
African American and 25.4 percent of all Hispanic teachers
hired by the district in 1996–1997.1 We are also proud that in
the 12 years of its existence the program has been able to

                                                          

1 1997–1998 Abstract
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recruit large numbers of males and minority teachers,
especially African American teachers, into the district
teaching force.

Demographic statistics for the program's most recent phases
show that African Americans made up approximately 46
percent of interns in 1997–1998, 42 percent in 1998–1999, and
46 percent in 1999–2000 (Figures 1–3). Over the same three-
year period, the proportion of Hispanic interns has in fact
steadily increased from approximately 12 percent to 15
percent to 19 percent. Equally important, the numbers show
that although the percentage of male interns has dropped
slightly, males still make up at least 30 percent of the
program participants. Our success in meeting our goal to
recruit minority teachers was documented in the program's
annual evaluation after both the 1996–1997 and the 1997–1998
school years.
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Quality Control
The state of Texas has been a leader in the standards
movement, and we are proud of the high standards to which
our AC program is held accountable each year. We are very
proud to be an accredited program. This is not a program
where we can do whatever we want to do. Alternative
certification programs were created by the state legislature
and are governed by the same State Board for Educator
Certification regulations that exist for university-based
teacher preparation institutions. Part of our success as an AC
program comes from having high standards within the
program. For example, the basic entrance requirements for
our interns are a bachelor's degree (or higher) from an
accredited college or university, an overall grade point
average of at least 2.5, and a grade point average of at least
2.5 in the course work for the specific content area they will
be focusing on. Beginning next year, there will be more
flexibility as far as GPA requirements are concerned,
although applicants will still have to demonstrate appro-
priate knowledge and skill levels. We have also traditionally
required successful completion of a basic skills test—either
the Texas Academic Skills Program (TASP®) test, Texas
Examination of Current Administrators and Teachers
(TECAT), Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST), or Praxis (out-
of-state candidates only). Individuals who have already
achieved specified scores on the ACT, the SAT, or the Texas
Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) within the last five
years or who maintained a "B" average in certain college
courses taken within the last five years would be exempted
from this requirement. Again, this is an area where standards
are evolving. While the state has stipulated that next year's
applicants will have to demonstrate college-level skills in
reading, mathematics, writing, and certain other areas,
successful completion of a basic skills test will not be a
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requirement. The five-year, B-average standard will also not
be enforced; instead it will be up to each AC program to
determine whether to retain this standard.

We at the Dallas Public School District AC program antici-
pate keeping high admission standards. We certainly have a
large enough candidate pool to do so. Last year we received
1,200 completed applications for 292 internship positions.
Our personnel department wanted us to hire more, but the
number of interns we can hire each year is limited by State
Board requirements regarding adequate resources for the
program. We felt that with each intern paying only $2,500 in
fees we could not hire more than the selected 292 interns and
still maintain our staffing ration of 1 to 35. I would like to
commend the State Board for its wisdom in making this
requirement. The quality of our program is much enhanced
by the individual attention prospective teachers receive.

In addition to these mandates we are required to ensure that
the state objectives for instruction are included throughout
our teacher preparation program. This means incorporating
state-approved teacher proficiencies such as the Texas
Essential Knowledge and Skills, which are designed to
promote learning-centered instruction and may represent a
major shift in philosophy for some of our teachers. Alterna-
tive certification program plans must provide evidence of a
comprehensive delivery system through which these
proficiencies are acquired, an integrated variety of teaching
and learning experiences, and ongoing, comprehensive
performance assessment of each candidate.

The supervised internship that is at the heart of AC programs
is also heavily regulated and reviewed as part of our
accreditation status. The Dallas Public School District
program requires mentors to be master teachers with at least
three years of experience. By state law our mentors have to
receive a minimum of 12 hours of training if they're new to
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mentoring; we also elect to provide four hours of update
training to returning mentors. As part of their pre-
assignment training, interns must have at least 20 clock hours
of student contact experiences, which include a variety of
classroom-based experiences. They must also complete a
minimum of six semester hours of course work in the specific
assignment area (or a combination of semester hours and
contact hours) and, prior to certification, an additional six
semester hours of course work (or a combination of semester
hours and contact hours). Figure 4 shows the stringent course
work requirements for participants. We give interns 80 hours
of training in their specific content area and another 80 hours
of generic training, which covers topics such as classroom
management, school policies and procedures, and student
services. They also spend eight weeks in training over the
summer.

We are required by state law to provide release time for the
mentors and interns as part of our teacher preparation.
Under our system, total release time amounts to only two full
days a year for each teacher: the mentor teacher and the
intern teacher each sit in on the other's class for two half-days
per semester. This provides an opportunity for the intern to
observe and confer with the master teacher and for the
mentor teacher to observe, coach, and formatively assess the
intern's teaching. The principal provides a substitute when
the teacher is out of class; thus the impact on the individual
classes is kept at a minimum. To get even more out of the
observation period, our program requires that the second
observation be videotaped so that other program leaders can
also monitor and provide clinical supervision to the intern.
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Figure 4
Course Work Requirements for

Alternative Certification Candidates

Assignment Area Required Semester
Hours

Restrictions

Elementary Education
Bilingual Education
Special Education

24 hours combined in
English, mathematics,
science, and social
studies

must include at least
3 hours in each area

English as a Second
Language (ESL)

18 hours in English 6 hours must be upper
level

Secondary Reading 12 hours in English 6 hours must be in
composition

Secondary Mathematics 24 hours in
mathematics

12 hours must be upper
level

Composite Science 48 hours in a
combination of science
classes, which must
include biology,
zoology, chemistry,
geology, and
physics/physical
science

24 hours must be in one
of the specific sciences,
12 hours of which must
be upper level, with
6 hours in each of the
remaining areas

Life/Earth Science 24 hours in life/earth
science

must include 6 hours in
geology/earth science
and 6 hours in any of
the following: biology,
zoology, botany,
oceanography,
meteorology,
astronomy; 6 hours
must be upper level
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ExCET: The Final Frontier
Of course, the aim of both the state's high standards and all
of our quality control measures is to produce knowledgeable
and skilled teachers who are well prepared and certifiable.
The Dallas School District's success in this endeavor can be
easily quantified—in fact, all teacher preparation programs
are now legally responsible for reporting their candidates'
pass rates on the state teacher certification test. Here in Texas,
our standard is the Examination for the Certification of
Educators in Texas (ExCET) program. All of our candidates
must complete the ExCET Professional Development test
(either the elementary or secondary version) and one or more
of the appropriate content-area ExCETs. Bilingual education
candidates in Spanish or French are also required to complete
the Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOPT™) in the appropriate
language. Figure 5 breaks down the ExCET requirements by
intern assignment area. Figures 6 and 7 show our program's
first-time and cumulative (two-year) pass rates on the ExCET
for the years 1996–1999.

The Dallas Public Schools' high pass rates for AC candidates
are the product of a lot of hard work and support provided to
examinees. In addition to the content training and generic
training in classroom instruction that we require of all our
interns, we also mandate eight hours of preparation training
for each ExCET exam our interns take. An important part
of this preparation program is the ExCET practice test
developed for teacher preparation programs to administer as
a pretest. We typically divide the practice test in half so that
we can give interns half of the test under simulated testing
situations. We then use the interns' pretest performance to
identify and focus further instruction on the specific ExCET
domains or competencies that were most difficult for them.
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Figure 5
Examination Requirements for Alternative

Certification Candidates by Assignment Area

ExCET1

Professional
Development

ExCET
Early

Childhood
Education

ExCET
Content-

Area
Test

TOPT2

in Target
Language

(Spanish or
French)

Elementary Education
PreK–6
1–6

X
X

X X
X

Bilingual Education
PreK–6
1–6

X
X

X X
X

X
X

Special Education
PreK–6 X X X

English as a Second
Language
PreK–12 X X

Reading
6–12 X X

Mathematics
6–12 X X

Composite Science
6–12 X X

Life/Earth Science
6–12 X X

1 ExCET = Examination for the Certification of Educators in Texas
2 TOPT = Texas Oral Proficiency Test
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Figure 6
First-Time and Cumulative ExCET Pass Rates for Dallas Public

Schools' Alternative Certification Candidates, 1996–1999

Academic
Year

First-Time
Candidates

First-Time
Pass Rate
(Percent)

Cumulative
(First- and

Second-Time)
Candidates

Cumulative
Pass Rate
(Percent)

1996–1997 284 82.14 292 89.63

1997–1998 231 87.42 284 93.88

1998–1999 259 90.07 232 94.94

Figure 7
First-Time and Cumulative ExCET Pass Rates for Dallas

Public Schools' Alternative Certification Candidates
by Gender and Ethnicity, 1998–1999

Female Male African
American

Hispanic Other White/
Anglo

First-Time Rate
(Number of
Candidates)

90.17
(185)

89.81
(74)

82.71
(112)

89.26
(41)

84.21
(<10)

98.57
(97)

Cumulative Rate
(Number of
Candidates)

95.30
(170)

93.94
(62)

91.03
(113)

97.50
(28)

100.0
(<10)

98.33
(85)

Source: State Board for Educator Certification Accreditation Summary Report
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Recommendations
Turning now from this description of our AC program, I
would like to examine how AC programs fit into the larger
picture of teacher supply and demand over the next decade.
To paraphrase something Ron Edmonds, "the father of the
effective schools movement," once said, we can educate any
child whose education we feel is important. I believe the
same is true of educating the next generation of teachers.
When I participated several years ago with the National
Alliance of Black School Educators and Phi Delta Kappa on a
project to recruit new teachers, we reached a similar conclu-
sion: there is not really a shortage of teachers, but we are
going to have to look at and open our minds to new
approaches to getting teachers into the profession. I have
several recommendations I would like to share with you.

First, we need to support and encourage teacher candidates
in critical-need areas. Alternative certification programs can
play a significant role in recruiting candidates in such teacher
shortage areas, but there needs to be more government
funding in order for the programs to have the necessary
impact on teacher supply. For example, our interns pay a
$2,500 fee. Other AC programs may charge as much as $5,000
per intern. There are additional expenses for tuition and
books. I think the state or federal government ought to pick
up some of these costs. Out-of-state candidates may need to
pay additional fees; that is another area the state should look
into and make some adjustments. We have a laboratory
school in the summer for elementary interns. We bring in
master teachers to demonstrate appropriate teaching
strategies and expose interns to the curriculum at each grade
level. We would like to offer this program for secondary
interns as well, and introduce a year-round model teaching
demonstration, but it has been cost prohibitive. I think there
could be funding for this kind of effort.
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We also need to look into individual incentives, especially for
minority teachers or teachers in areas of critical need. In
Dallas we have $1,000 incentives for math and science
teachers. We give an extra $3,000 to teachers of bilingual
education and $500 to special education teachers. Federal
financial incentives in these or other areas would encourage
those trained to teach to enter into or return to the profession.
We should also look at the schools with the highest attrition
rates, which are usually those serving minority populations,
and initiate financial incentive programs for teachers who
choose to work in these schools and remain in their
assignment for a period of at least five years.

Second, we need to address the current emergency licensure
procedures. This recourse is frequently regarded as
problematic. The state of Texas needed to fill 40,000 teaching
positions last year and had to issue 12,000 emergency permits
in an attempt to do so. We need to make sure these teachers
have the knowledge and skills necessary to provide their
students with a quality education. Obviously, we should
focus on encouraging individuals on emergency permits to
pursue certification, but in the meantime training and
assistance should be provided to these individuals by the
district to enable them to teach effectively. It's a responsibility
we owe to our children and one we can't afford to neglect.
The Dallas Public Schools' AC program provides emergency
certification, when necessary. But we also take two important
additional steps. We give these teachers at least 40 hours of
training, and we send people out to monitor them. If we train
emergency teachers and provide some supervision, emer-
gency certification does not have to be the problem it often
becomes.

Third, let us investigate part-time and shared teaching
positions. We know that there will be many teachers reaching
retirement age during the next decade. Districts need to take
advantage of this large pool of certified, qualified,
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experienced educators to mitigate the impending teacher
shortage. Why not try to create ways for two retired teachers
to fill one position?

Fourth, Grow Your Own programs should be encouraged.
The Dallas Public Schools' Grow Your Own program offers
support staff financial support and release time from work to
become certified in critical-need areas. There should also be
federal financial support for and recognition of programs
such as these that recruit minority teachers into the
profession.

Fifth, we need to continue to support advanced study
programs in which already certified teachers are encouraged
to get a master's degree and certification in one of the critical-
need fields. The Dallas Public Schools defray some of the
costs for teachers utilizing this approach.

Last but not least, we need to make a comprehensive analysis
of the large pool of people trained as educators but currently
not in teaching positions. Perhaps through a combination of
approaches, including financial incentives and/or shared
teaching assignments, we can recruit these teachers back into
the profession. The key first step in this area is to look at the
research into why these individuals are not teaching and to
introduce specific strategies to address the reasons for their
choice.

Conclusion
The alternative route to teacher certification is a viable
approach that deserves consideration and support. Although
AC programs vary widely across the country, they are able
by design to play an important role in addressing teacher
shortages by preparing, certifying, and encouraging teachers,
especially in key critical-need areas. AC programs have an
obligation to conform to all state educator preparation
requirements and prove that their participants meet state
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teaching standards. We are proud that, compared with their
non–AC counterparts, Dallas Public Schools' AC program
graduates perform equally well in their second and succes-
sive years of teaching. This compliment to our program is in
addition to the recognition we have received for achieving
high recruitment and certification rates for minority and
critical-need area teachers while maintaining a below-
average attrition rate. We take care in selecting our interns
and in providing them with training that matches their
needs. We provide performance evaluations and special
training sessions for the ExCET tests. We use tools such as
the Haberman Interview Instrument to screen our interns
and place them at a campus that will be appropriate for
them. We value our teachers and have been successful as a
result. I hope that other states and other programs can
improve their teacher preparation programs based on what
we have learned, where we have succeeded, and the
recommendations I have outlined to help ensure that schools
have access to the necessary teachers even in the face of
teacher shortages.
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